Perceptual decision making in monkeys relies on decision neurons, which accumulate evidence and maintain choices until a response is given. In humans, several brain regions have been proposed to accumulate evidence, but it is unknown if these regions also maintain choices. To test if accumulator regions in humans also maintain decisions we compared delayed and self-paced responses during a face/house discrimination decision making task. Computational modeling and fMRI results revealed dissociated processes of evidence accumulation and decision maintenance, with potential accumulator activations found in the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, right inferior frontal gyrus and bilateral insula. Potential maintenance activation spanned the frontal pole, temporal gyri, precuneus and the lateral occipital and frontal orbital cortices. Results of a quantitative reverse inference meta-analysis performed to differentiate the functions associated with the identified regions did not narrow down potential accumulation regions, but suggested that response-maintenance might rely on a verbalization of the response.
Introduction
Perceptual decisions like for example discriminating between toxic and edible mushrooms are well described by sequential sampling models (SSM) of decision making [1, 2] . According to such models, choices are made by accumulating perceptual evidence until a decision boundary is reached. Neurophysiological recordings in monkeys have identified the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) within the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) as an accumulator area during perceptual decision making [3, 4] , along with the frontal eye fields [5] , superior colliculus [6] and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) [7] . The firing rate of these accumulator neurons gradually ramps up until reaching a decision boundary, upon which a motor response is executed. The speed with which a boundary is reached depends on the evidence quality, such that the boundary is crossed earlier for easier decisions. When responses are triggered by a delayed cue, firing in accumulator neurons is sustained at boundary level until the response is executed [3, 7, 8] .
Decision neurons in monkeys thus have multiple functions: accumulating evidence, maintaining choices, and planning motor execution.
Inspired by and in parallel with neurophysiological studies, functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) studies of decision making have identified potential accumulator regions in humans, only some of which are consistent with monkey literature. In addition to the IPS [9] [10] [11] , the proposed areas include left dlPFC [12, 13] , right insula [14] , left inferior frontal cortex [15] and dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC) [11] . While identifying the location of human accumulator regions has received much attention, it remains unexplored whether a human accumulation region also maintains choices, as is found in monkeys.
This study was designed to investigate which of two alternative decision and responsemechanisms is implemented during human perceptual decision making. Either the same neuron-populations/brain regions accumulate evidence and maintain the response like in monkeys, or evidence accumulation and maintenance of decisions are implemented in different brain regions. To formulate hypotheses for the comparison of these two alternatives, we derived predictions for blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) responses for a combined evidence accumulation and choice maintenance region during hard and easy decisions, by convolving the hypothesized firing rates of decision neurons with the canonical (double gamma) hemodynamic response function [16, 17] . Fig 1A shows that a brain region with such neurons should show a response mode by difficulty crossover interaction so that the BOLD response is greater for hard than easy decisions when responses are given as soon as the decision boundary is reached, but greater for easy than hard decisions when choices are maintained and responses are given after a delayed response cue. In contrast, if evidence accumulation and choice maintenance are dissociated in humans and accumulation neurons stop firing when the decision boundary is reached, accumulator regions would be expected to be activated more for hard than easy decisions across response modes, and independent choice maintenance regions should show greater activation during delayed choice.
Materials and Methods

Ethics Statement
The study was approved by the ethics committee of the Department of Psychology at the University of Oslo and was conducted at the University of Oslo (Oslo University Hospital). All participants gave written informed consent.
Stimulus preparation
Images were taken from a pool of 25 face images (face database, Max Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics, http://faces.kyb.tuebingen.mpg.de/) and 25 house images (provided by Flavia Filimon) that were 131 Ã 156 pixels large, and subtended 5°degrees visual angle horizontally.
A varying degree of noise was added to the images to manipulate difficulty. All images were equated for spatial frequency, luminance, and contrast. They all had identical magnitude spectra, and their phase spectra were manipulated by using the weighted mean phase [18] technique to generate a set of images characterized by their percent of phase coherence. Four stimuli were created from each image by adding different levels of noise, resulting in 100 unique face images and 100 unique house images. The four difficulty levels were grouped into two for the fMRI-analysis (see below) to increase power in detecting differences: easy and difficult ( Fig 1C) , with different coherence levels for faces and houses (easy house: 51% and 54% Responses were given while viewing stimuli in the reaction time condition (top), while after a forced delay in the delayed response-condition. The presentation of the letters "A" and "H" (representing the words face ("Ansikt") and house ("Hus") in Norwegian) informed participants that a response could be given. (C) Images of faces and houses were divided in the following categories depending on level of phase coherence and stimulus type (from left): easy face, hard face, hard house and easy house.
coherence; hard house: 43.7% and 46.5% coherence; easy face: 50% and 53% coherence; hard face: 42.7% and 44.5% coherence). The differences in coherence levels for the same difficulty level across stimulus type were used to better align accuracy of responses for house and face stimuli. Later, when referring to difficulty levels for both face and house stimuli, we will use the coherence levels for face stimuli, and report coherence in proportion coherence.
Behavioral task
Participants performed a two-alternative forced-choice perceptual task, with face and house stimuli. There were two response conditions (Fig 1B) : the reaction time (RT) condition and the delayed response (DR) condition, performed in separate runs. All stimuli were presented on a grey (RGB values: 127, 127, 127) background. Trials in the two conditions were identical up to the presentation of the target stimulus. Using a jittered event-related design, each trial started with the presentation of a white (RGB: 255, 255, 255) fixation cross, which was displayed between 2 and 9 seconds. A red (RGB: 255, 0, 0) fixation cross followed for 0.5 seconds, to cue the participant to the upcoming task, followed by a scrambled image for another 0.5 seconds.
The scrambled images were created by randomly scrambling tiles of 2 by 2 pixels from each of the 200 target stimuli. Scrambled images were included to provide a baseline for pupillometryanalysis of eye-tracking data. (The eye-tracking data were not used in the analysis due to the low quality of eye-tracking data we obtained in the scanner.) The target image was presented after the scrambled image. The target stimulus in each trial was chosen in a pseudo-random fashion for each participant, where it was made sure that a close to equal amount of face and house stimuli was presented in each run. In the RT-condition, participants responded during the 1-second presentation of the target stimulus. Responses were given using left or right index finger, and the letters A (for "ansikt", face in Norwegian) and H (for "hus", house in Norwegian) were shown on each side of the stimuli to indicate which index finger to use to respond face or house (counterbalanced across participants). After presentation of the target stimuli, the same scrambled image was presented for 0.5 seconds. In the DR-condition, the target stimulus, without the letters flanking the stimuli, was presented for the same duration as in the RT condition (1 second). Differently from the RT-condition, the offset of the target stimulus was followed by a cued delay period of 500 ms where responses were not allowed, and during which the scrambled image was presented. The delay duration was set to 500 ms so as to both be long enough to detect the hypothesized interaction, but not so long that the duration of the maintenance would make it impossible to detect difficulty effects. After the cued delay, the letters A and H were presented on each side of the scrambled images. Participants had been instructed beforehand to use the appearance of the letters as a cue to respond. Responses could be given in a 500 ms time window where the scrambled image was presented together with the letters. The letters were removed once a response was given, to indicate that the response was registered. While in the scanner, MR-compatible response grips were used to obtain responses (ResponseGrip 1 , NordicNeuroLab, Bergen, Norway), and the stimuli were presented using eye-tracking goggles with two LCD-displays (VisualSystems To improve the reliability of the drift diffusion model analyses, we chose to have twice as many RT trials, with two runs in the RT condition and only one run in the DR condition. An important precondition for the validity predictions for a combined accumulation-maintenance region is that participants had generally completed the accumulation phase of the decision process before onset of the delay-cues after 1s. We therefore used the fact the participants learn to adapt their response time to the available time and let all participants start with the RT condition, where the maximally allowed response time was 1 second (from stimulus onset to off-set of the response cues). All reported results are based on data from both RT-runs, except for one participant who, due to technical difficulties, did not complete the second RT-run. To verify that our results do not depend on a larger number of RT-than DR-trials, we also performed an analysis with matched number of trials from each condition by using only the first run from the RT condition. The results from this analysis were consistent with the analysis using both runs from the RT condition. As the analysis was consistent using one or two runs from the RT condition, the participant with only one complete RT-run is included in the reported results.
Bayesian inference for behavioral data
We used a Bayesian approach to estimate accuracy and response time across difficulty levels and conditions [19] . Posterior distributions of accuracy and response time parameters were estimated with jags, a program to sample from posterior distributions in Bayesian data analysis using the gibbs sampler [20] . We used the rjags package [21] to interface with jags in the statistical programming language R [22] .
We modeled response times as following a gamma distribution [23] while accuracy was assumed to follow a beta distribution. Variances in both accuracy and response time were drawn from gamma distributions. Non-informative priors were used to estimate group level posterior distributions. All gamma distributions were parameterized by shape and rate parameters that were obtained by transforming mean and standard deviations drawn from uniform distributions (0.01,30). Priors for α and β parameters on group level beta distributions were both set to 1, resulting in a non-informative group level beta distribution.
Mean response times were estimated separately for the RT and DR conditions with a hierarchical model (see S1 Fig for graphical Values sampled from the posterior distribution for group mean parameters at each difficulty level for accuracy and response times are reported. Chain convergence was assessed by Gelman and Rubin'sR convergence diagnostic [24] . Measures of differences of posterior distributions were calculated by subtracting posterior distributions of one parameter from another on a sample by sample basis. When several parameters were combined, for example when grouping the four coherence levels into easy and hard, this was done by computing a grouped chain as the sample by sample mean of the constituent chains [25] . Differently than in classical null hypothesis testing, there is no unique convention to report results or to determine what a statistical significant result is. Following [19] we report the results of comparisons between conditions or coherence levels by stating the proportion of posterior samples of the difference between conditions that are above zero. This value can be understood as the posterior probability that the difference between two conditions or coherence level is larger than zero. In addition, we report 95% highest density intervals as a measure of uncertainty.
Drift Diffusion Model
Behavioral results from the RT condition were analyzed with the drift diffusion model using the python toolbox HDDM (version 0.5) [26] . HDDM allows hierarchical Bayesian parameter estimation of the drift diffusion model, which uses trial-by-trial response time and accuracy data to estimate parameters describing how different aspects of simple two-choice decisions are expressed. In particular, the drift diffusion model assumes that a decision process begins at a starting point (parameter z) that lies between two decision boundaries whose distance is captured by a boundary separation parameter (a). It is assumed that during the decision process noisy evidence for the two response options (here face and house) is subtracted, and that this difference signal accumulates until one of the decision boundaries is reached. The speed of this accumulation process is measured by a drift rate parameter (v). The three main parameters of the drift diffusion model, z, a, and v, capture participants response bias, speed-accuracy trade-off, and the task difficulty, respectively. In addition, parameters for non-decision time and between trial variation of non-decision time, drift rate and boundary separation can capture additional response time effects. 
fMRI Analysis
Data were analyzed using a mixed effects general linear model in FSL [27] . The following preprocessing steps were taken: Motion correction using FMRIB's Linear Image Registration Tool (MCFLIRT), brain extraction using the Brain Extraction Tool (BET) function, spatial smoothing (with a Gaussian kernel of 5 mm full-width at half maximum), high-pass temporal filtering (>100 seconds) and slice timing correction. The design matrix of the General Linear Model (GLM) contained 8 explanatory variables of interest plus motion correction parameters and missed trials (4% of all trials) as nuisance variables. The explanatory variables (EV) of interest were separated into correct and incorrect decisions for easy faces, easy houses, hard faces and hard houses. Stimulus duration was set to the response time (i.e. from onset of target stimulus until response) for each trial, including the delay period in the DR condition. The four explanatory variables containing error trials (7.5% of all trials) were not included in the reported contrasts. Each subject's individual run was analyzed with a first-level analysis. Then, a second level analysis with fixed effects was performed to combine the three runs within participants. Contrasts were created, separately for the RT and DR runs, in the second level analysis to compare differences in activation between difficulty levels and stimuli. Finally, a group level analysis combining the second level analysis from each subject was run using FMRIB's local analysis of mixed effect (FLAME 1+2) with robust outlier detection. Z statistics images were clusterthreshold at Z > 2.3. Clusters with p<0.05 after correction for multiple comparisons (familywise error) in the regions of interest were reported as significant activations. In addition to a whole-brain analysis, we ran a region of interest analyses to identify activations in previously reported accumulator regions. The regions that were cluster corrected included the IPS, left dlPFC, right insula, left inferior frontal sulcus and dmPFC. Clusters larger than 59 voxels, as determined with the AFNI 3dClustSim tool to equal a family wise alpha of 0.05, surviving a threshold of Z>2.3 were deemed significant. The procedure described for the main fMRI analysis was also performed on an analysis on the RT runs, where explanatory variables for all face and all house trials (including error trials) were weighted with individual estimates of drift rate.
Reverse inference meta-analysis
To infer which cognitive function were most likely involved in the different conditions, given observed activation patterns, we conducted a formal reverse inference meta-analysis [28] This meta-analysis quantifies the association between brain activation and terms describing perceptual, emotional, cognitive, and motor functions. These terms are single-or two-word combinations that authors used in their articles, and can thus be assumed to describe the function investigated in an experiment. Our meta-analysis used the tools in the Neurosynth package, but extended the underlying list of terms and activation location databases. We extended the list of terms because (a) the original Neurosynth list contains only single-word terms, whereas two-word terms are often more informative; (b) the Neurosynth database treats different forms of the same word (e.g., plural and singular, past and present forms) as different terms, whereas we used word-stems to avoid this; and (c) the Neurosynth word list is sourced from word frequencies in articles without systematic consideration of the accumulated knowledge about types of (cognitive) functions, whereas we extended this body of knowledge by adding terms from the Cognitive Atlas [29] .
To better reflect the current literature, we expanded the dataset used for our meta-analysis by including activation locations stored in the BrainMap database [30] . Because articles are manually entered in this database, it contains more specific data (i.e., clear descriptions of contrasts associated with locations) than the Neurosynth database. On the other hand, it contains data from fewer articles (2,390 in BrainMap vs. 5,900 in Neurosynth) and allows meta-analyses only for relative broad areas of functioning. Combining the locations from the BrainMap and Neurosynth databases resulted in a new location database with locations from 7,500 unique articles (i.e., an increase of about 25% relative to the original Neurosynth database).
Expanding the Neurosynth location database necessitated extraction of terms mentioned in all papers in a consistent manner. Two general approaches can be used to distinguish relevant terms (i.e., those describing the topic of an article) from irrelevant ones. First, one can check the frequency of every word used in an article and define relevant words as those exceeding a threshold (Neurosynth uses 0.1%). Second, one can assume that all words in title, abstract, and keywords (except stop words, see below) describe the topic of an article, so that the occurrence of a term in these fields indicates that the paper indeed investigated the function described by that term. As we see no strong arguments to prefer either method, and because the second method is faster to implement (i.e., in most cases, it requires only access to PubMed, whereas the first requires full text access to all articles), we used the second method.
To calculate posterior probabilities of terms given the observed activations as described by Yarkoni and colleagues [28] , we conducted the following steps:
1. As described above, we generated a list of terms describing cognitive and affective processes by (a) starting with the terms used in the Neurosynth database (https://github.com/ neurosynth/neurosynth-data/blob/master/features.txt), (b) adding one-and two-word terms found in the Cognitive Atlas (http://www.cognitiveatlas.org/concepts/a), and (c) stemming all words in the term list and removing stop words (e.g., "of," "by," "end") with the natural language toolkit (http://nltk.org). 3. We compiled a new feature database by retrieving title, abstract, and keywords for each article, concatenating these strings, stemming and removing stop words, and testing for occurrence of terms from our term list in the concatenated string (i.e., at least one occurrence in either the title, abstract, or keywords of an article). All terms that occurred in fewer than 15 articles as well as the redundant or overly general terms "face Ã ", "house", "picture", "actor"
were removed from the resulting database.
4. We used the Neurosynth toolbox (https://github.com/neurosynth/) to calculate the posterior probability of a term given activation at a location.
The posterior probability is defined as pðTermjActv:Þ ¼ pðActv:jTermÞ Ã pðTermÞ pðActv:jTermÞ Ã pðTermÞ þ pðActv:jnotTermÞ Ã ð1 À pðTermÞÞ :
Using the posterior probability to select terms ensures that only those terms are selected that are consistently associated with activation at a given location and that at the same time this location is rarely activated in articles not mentioning the term. Put differently, focusing on high posterior probabilities focuses the interpretation of activation on terms with high specificities.
Because cognitive processes are often implemented in a distributed manner and multiple processes can influence decision making in our task, we identified multiple peak locations for each contrast. Peak locations and associated terms were identified as follows:
-Within each cluster, we identified local maxima using FSL's cluster command (min distance between local maxima: 3cm).
-For each location (local maximum in a cluster), we created a region of interest (ROI) as a sphere with 5 mm radius around the location and calculated the average posterior z-value for each term for the ROI. Specifically, posterior z-values were calculated within the Neurosynth meta-analysis from chi-square statistics on posterior probabilities, such that the number of articles mentioning a term as well as the posterior probability influences the z statistic. Average posterior z-values for a term and ROI were calculated as weighted means of posterior z-values, using the z-statistic of our underlying fMRI contrast (normalized so that they summed to 1) as weights.
-To extract the most relevant cognitive terms, we calculated an "evidence score" by multiplying the peak z-value from our fMRI contrast in each ROI with the average z-value for the posterior probability of each term in same ROI. This multiplicative approach insures identification of terms associated with locations with strong activation, and for which the posterior probability given an activation location is high (by comparison, an additive approach could highlight terms that fulfill only one of the two conditions). We then extracted for each contrast the eight terms with the highest evidence score. When contrasts had only a single cluster, we extracted for each cluster the three terms with the highest evidence score.
-If a term was associated with multiple peak locations within a contrast, only the highest zvalue for this term was extracted.
This procedure resulted in a list of terms that have a high posterior probability given the contrast image and can be considered to provide an unbiased/data-driven picture of the cognitive processes associated with a contrast.
Results
We collected fMRI-data from participants performing a face-house discrimination task with four difficulty levels, implemented by manipulating the phase coherence of images (Fig 1C) , in two response conditions. In the reaction time (RT) condition participants responded during stimulus-presentation. In the delayed response condition (DR) participants responded when a response cue appeared after a forced delay (Fig 1B) .
Behavioral results
As expected, a Bayesian analysis of participants' responses showed that accuracy increased with stimulus quality (p(accuracy|easy > accuracy|hard) = 1) (Fig 2A and 2B) and was generally higher in the DR condition (p(accuracy|DR > accuracy|RT) = 1; Fig 2A and 2C) . In the RT condition, harder trials lead to slower responses (p(response time|hard > response time|easy) = 1) (Fig 2F and 2G) , whereas response time was approximately the same for easy and hard in the DR condition (p(response time|hard > response time|easy) = .587; Fig 2D and 2E) , suggesting that the accumulation process in the DR condition was generally completed before onset of the response cue. According to Gelman and Rubin'sR convergence diagnostic [24] , the chains successfully converged, withR values for all parameter estimates between 1 and 1.02.
Drift Diffusion Model results
To further test that the behavioral data were consistent with a sequential sampling account of decision making, we fitted results from the RT condition with a hierarchical Bayesian implementation of the drift diffusion model [2, 26] . The model we used estimated individual and group parameters for drift rate (v), boundary separation (a) and non-decision time (t), as well as group estimates for inter-trial variability of both drift rate and non-decision time. Drift rate and boundary separation were estimated for each difficulty level. We allowed the boundary separation to vary as a function of task difficulty, even though task difficulty has the strongest influence on the drift rate. We chose this approach because it is a well-known phenomenon that decision makers respond to increased task difficulty by applying a more conservative decision criterion [31] . While our stimulus presentation time was relatively short, it was still long enough for participants to realize if the trial was easy or hard, and to thus adjust their decision criterion. As is typically observed in tasks with varying difficulty levels [31] , we found that higher coherence levels led to higher drift rate (p(drift rate|easy > drift rate|hard) = 1) (Fig 3A  and 3B) and lower boundary separation (p(boundary|hard > boundary|easy) = .986; Fig 3C  and 3D , see S1 Table for 
fMRI results
Confirming previous findings [12, 32] , activity in fusiform face area (Left: MNI coordinates X = -38, Y = -86, Z = -12, max z: 3.98, Right: 44, -72, -10, max z: 3.69) and parahippocampal place area (Left: -26, -50, -12, max z: 5.11, Right: 30, -48, -12, max z: 5.32) was correlated with the amount of evidence for face and house stimuli respectively (Fig 4A, see Table 1 for MNI coordinates and max z-values of all clusters from reported fMRI-contrasts). Activity in face (Left: -38, -82, -16, max z: 3.38, Right: 24, -86, -12, max z: 3.6) and house regions (Left: -24, -46, -16, max z: 3.35, Right: 26, -42, -18, max z: 3.87) also correlated with each subject's individual estimates of drift rate across coherence levels (Fig 4B) . Consistent with the prediction of activation in a combined accumulation and maintenance region, in the RT-condition (Fig 1A, left) the previously reported accumulator regions IPS (Left: -24, -66, 32, max z: 3.84, Right: 12, -72, 38, max z: 3.65), dmPFC (6, 26, 38, max z: 4.07), left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) (-42, 4, 33, max z: 3.5) and right insula (34, 26, -6, max z: 4.32) were more strongly activated for more difficult decisions (Fig 5A) , in addition to other regions (Table 1 ). Contrary to the prediction for a combined accumulation and maintenance area, none of the regions more strongly activated for hard than easy decisions in the RT-condition were significantly activated more for easy than hard decisions in the DR-condition (Fig 1A, right and Fig 5B) . We also performed an interaction analysis to check if any regions showed the hypothesized interaction based on firing rates in the monkey LIP. Three regions were significantly activated, however, these did not follow the requirements of being more activated for hard than easy decisions in the RT condition and more for easy than hard decisions in the DR condition ( S5 Fig displays signal changes for these three regions across difficulty levels and condition). Hence, no brain region displayed an interaction in activation that was consistent with the neural firing pattern observed in monkey accumulation neurons. Instead, the following regions were activated more for hard than easy decisions also in the DR condition: dmPFC (0, 34, 36, max z: 3.18), bilateral insula (Left: -30, (Fig  5A) . A greater BOLD response for hard decisions was also identified in the IPS and left IFG, but these did not reach significance (left IFG: -36, 10, 30, max z: 3.13, p>0.05, left IPS: -18, -68, 34, max z: 2.81, p>0.05). Lastly, using individual estimates of drift rate, we found that the regions more activated for hard than easy decisions in both the RT and DR conditions were also negatively correlated with drift rate in the RT condition, which we hypothesized would be a proxy for identifying an accumulation region ( Table 1, S6 Fig) .
To identify regions involved specifically in decision maintenance we compared activation in the DR-and RT-conditions (DR>RT). The regions with greater activation during delayed responses were the frontal pole (-4,58,20, max z: 6.36), temporal gyri (Left: -66,-14,-18, max z: 
Reverse inference meta-analysis
To further differentiate the potential roles of the regions activated more strongly for hard than easy decisions in both the RT-and DR-condition, while taking into account the difficulties associated with reverse inference from fMRI activations [33] , we conducted a formal reverse inference meta-analysis based on the Neurosynth and BrainMap databases [28, 34] . This analysis identifies the psychological functions with the highest posterior probability of being associated with activation in specific brain regions (Fig 5D) . When using results of such an analysis it is important to acknowledge that their reliability relies on the soundness of the statistical approach and the quality of the underlying data. For reverse inference meta-analyses it is the quality of the data, which consist of broad cognitive terms associated with activation locations, that limits the strength of conclusions that can be drawn from the analysis, as the resolution of these data is low compared to the fine grained processes of cognition and decision making as described in for example the DDM. Hence, the results of such an analysis should be seen more as an interpretation aid, and should not be considered as definitive evidence in favor of one or another explanation. For the regions with greater activation in hard than easy trials the reverse inference metaanalysis results (Fig 5D, left) show that the dmPFC indicates motivational processes and high cognitive load, the right IFG indicates attentional processes and interference resolution, and the bilateral insula indicates set shifting, object categorization and semantic processing. Because all identified regions were associated with terms that could indicate accumulation-like processes, specifically cognitive load for dmPFC, object categorization for insula and interference resolution for IFG, the reverse inference analysis approach did not allow us to further narrow down the potential accumulator regions.
We also performed a reverse inference meta-analysis on the clusters activated during the delay period in the DR condition to better understand how these brain regions might maintain choices and initiate a response. The regions with greater activation in the DR-compared to the RT-condition were associated with a number of terms centering round processes of language, memory, and self-reflection (Fig 5D, right) . While a clear interpretation of these results is difficult, they could indicate that participants attempt to bridge the delay by verbalizing their Contrasts under RT and DR header were cluster corrected to p<0.05 with 3dClustSim, while remaining contrasts were corrected for multiple comparisons at whole-brain level at p<0.05. All clusters were obtained by thresholding at Z>2.3. RT = reaction time; DR = delayed response; R = right; L = left; 
Discussion
We tested whether the BOLD signal pattern during simple perceptual decision making in humans is consistent with firing patterns of LIP neurons in monkeys, which both accumulate evidence and maintain decisions. We predicted that, if such a region exists in humans, it would be activated more for hard than easy decisions in a self-paced condition while also activating more for easy than hard decisions in a forced delay condition. No region showed an activation pattern consistent with these predictions, thus suggesting a different decision-response mechanism in humans than the one observed in LIP neurons of monkeys. In accordance with our alternative model, the results indicated a separation of accumulation and maintenance processes. By comparing brain activation between difficulty levels and response modes, we found that evidence accumulation is likely implemented in dmPFC, IFG and/or insula while potential choice maintenance regions span the frontal, temporal and occipital cortices. A quantitative reverse inference meta-analysis suggested that response-maintenance might rely on a verbalization of the response within the frontal pole. The process of perceptual decision making in monkeys has been described as a process of embodied cognition, where the regions transforming evidence are directly involved in performing the motor activity needed to make a response [35] , and "to see and decide is, in effect, to plan a motor response" [36] . Interpreting our results together with results of other recent studies suggest that the process of decision making is not embodied to the same degree in humans, as the accumulator regions we and others report are not directly associated with sensorimotor processes. For example, support for a more abstract mechanism of evidence accumulation in humans comes from Filimon and colleagues [15] , who showed that left IFG, and not sensorimotor regions like IPS, accumulated evidence when the preparation of motor response was disentangled from the perceptual decision. Further, activation patterns have been reported to be the same across motor response modalities, when comparing responses given with button presses and saccades [14, 37] , but see [38, 39] . Interestingly, decision and motor processes were also disentangled during decision making in a recent study with monkeys [40] , although both processes were localized within the LIP. Comparing results from perceptual and value-based decision making studies indicates that accumulator regions in humans also might be general across decision domains, as both IPS and dmPFC have been identified as evidence accumulators in reward-based [9, 11] and perceptual [10, 41] decision making tasks. However, only experiments that implement both tasks can give conclusive answers of the generality of accumulator regions.
Our results suggested a dissociation of accumulation and maintenance processes. The most likely candidate regions for evidence accumulation would therefore be activated more for hard than easy decisions across response conditions, as prolonged accumulation for hard decisions leads to increased neural activity. While to our knowledge no other study has compared activation patterns for delayed and immediate responses in one study, the same brain regions that we found have been reported to be more activated for low than high stimulus quality regions in from regions activated for hard>easy across RT and DR conditions. In green are terms from DR>RT contrast. Posterior probabilities were converted to z values and are shown on the radial axis. Transparency represents the z value of the contrasts at each peak location. dmPFC = dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, FOC = frontal orbital cortex, FP = frontal pole, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, LOC = lateral occipital cortex, MTG = middle temporal gyrus. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0140361.g005 both immediate [10, 14, 41] and delayed [11, 12, 16] response tasks. Another area frequently reported to be responsible for accumulation is the IPS [9] [10] [11] 41] . Our results do not provide strong evidence in favor of or against the IPS as accumulator, given that the IPS was activated more for harder decisions in both conditions, but only significantly so in the RT-condition.
There are potential alternative explanations for the activations we report as responsible for evidence accumulation, including time-on-task and motor planning. The reason why we believe a time-on-task explanation of our results is unlikely is that the areas we suggest as accumulators are activated more for hard than easy tasks in both the RT and DR condition. Difficulty correlates with response time in the RT condition (Fig 2G) , but this is not the case in the DR condition, where we found no evidence supporting difference in response time between hard and easy trials (Fig 2E) . As for motor planning, we cannot completely exclude that the regions we report as accumulators are instead/also involved in motor processes. However, none of the terms with the highest posterior probability in the reverse inference meta-analysis indicated motor processes, and the regions we report are typically not associated with motor preparation. Lastly, the model based fMRI analysis found that the regions that showed greater activation for harder trials were also negatively correlated with trial-by-trial variations of drift rate on an individual level. That is, these regions are associated with a marker of individual's information processing.
Given a dissociation between accumulation and maintenance of decisions, we tried to identify regions responsible for maintenance of decisions by contrasting activity in the DR-and RT-conditions. This contrast led to identifying clusters within the frontal pole, temporal gyri, lateral occipital and frontal orbital cortex and precuneus. Using the reverse inference metaanalysis for these activations we found that the frontal pole could be responsible for verbalizing the response during the delay phase. An alternative interpretation of the activation differences between DR and RT is that they mainly reflect reduced default network activation in the harder RT compared to the easier DR condition (signal change plots in S7 Fig) . However, we suggest that the DR vs. RT contrast does not mainly reflect an effect of difficulty, because regions obtained from this contrast do not show a clear effect when comparing trials with hard and easy stimuli, which have greater effect on accuracy than response condition.
While our reverse inference analysis from the Neurosynth and BrainMap database give unbiased results, the possible strength of the conclusions drawn from a database analysis is limited by the quality of the underlying data. In particular, the Neurosynth imaging data are based on peak coordinates and not complete activation images, and do not include information about specific contrasts. The reported reverse inference, similar to approaches in other studies [42] , can therefore be understood as a first exploration of the differences in cognitive processes that are driven by different brain activation patterns.
In summary, our computational modeling and fMRI results suggest independent processes of accumulation and maintenance of perceptual decisions in humans, in which evidence accumulation is likely implemented in dmPFC, IFG and/or insula while potential choice maintenance regions span the frontal, temporal and occipital cortices. [25] , describes the dependencies in the hierarchical Bayesian model used to estimate response times. The response time y cji from coherence level c, participant j and trial i depend on the shape s cj and rate r cj parameters of a gamma distribution, which are transformed from mean and standard deviation parameters. Parameters for each subject and coherence depend on coherence parameters. Coherence parameters depend on group parameters, which depend on non-informative priors. The "~" symbol describes that values are drawn from the above distributions while the " = " symbol means that values have a deterministic dependency. The ellipsis ". . ." symbol describes a repeated dependency, i.e. parameters are estimated for multiple coherence levels. [25] , describes the dependencies in the hierarchical Bayesian model used to estimate correct responses. Number of correct responses z cj of N cj total responses from coherence level c and participant j depend on the value of the θ cj parameter in a binomial distribution. Parameters for each subject and coherence depend on condition parameters. Coherence parameters depend on group parameters, which depend on non-informative priors. The "~" symbol describes that values are drawn from a distribution while the " = " symbol means that values have a deterministic dependency. The ellipsis ". . ." symbol describes a repeated dependency, i.e. parameters are estimated for multiple coherence levels. 
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